Volleyball Coach
Hot Feet Sports

**Job Title:** Volleyball Coach  
**Department:** Head Volleyball Coach  
**Supervisor(s):** Trevor Bollers, Madison Slay

Hot Feet Sports is a club that provides opportunities for as many players as possible. Our main goal is to help players grow and to be better than they were before. Helping build skills, technique, and confidence while having fun and learning. We work to help players become better every day while giving them the opportunity to play.

**General Job Description:**
Teaching players successful techniques in volleyball. Helping players get through the mental aspects of the sport, pushing players to get better and become more successful throughout the season. Being present for all practices and tournaments, being available to cover other team practices and tournaments if/when needed. Helping out/preparing for tryouts. Supporting players at all times.

**Major Duties and Responsibilities:**
- Attending 3 practices a week (2 team practices, 1 large group specialty practice)
- Attending tournaments (5 tournaments, Regionals)
- Expanding player knowledge
- Developing player skills
- Knowing the game of volleyball (strategy/technique)
- Communicating with players and parents about schedules (practices and tournaments)
- Updating credentials/memberships yearly
- Understanding the mental game of volleyball

**Minor Duties and Responsibilities:**
- Being prepared for practices (having a practice plan prepared)
- Duties as assigned
- Preparing for tournaments (having team assignments, prepared for tournaments)
- Being able to navigate through Sportsengine, Blast athletics, and our website

**Qualifications for the job:**

**Education:**
USA Volleyball Membership: Renewed yearly  
- SafeSport Training  
- Impact Training  
- Background checks
USA Volleyball Credentials: Renewed every 2 years  
- Referee 1 Training  
- Referee 2 Training  
- Score keeping Training  
- Libero tracker Training
- Line judge Training
- Adult/coach officiating Training
(This is all done after hire)

*Experience:*
- Previous coaching experience
- Previous playing experience

**Key Competencies:**
- Knowing volleyball (technique/strategy)
- Knowing how to help players get better
- Knowing how to coach the mental game of volleyball

**Physical Requirements:**
- Being able to set up a volleyball nets (lifting poles, knowing how to set up a net)
- Standing most of the day during tournaments
Job Title: Volleyball Coach  
Department: Assistant Volleyball Coach  
Supervisor(s): Trevor Bollers, Madison Slay

Hot Feet Sports is a club that provides opportunities for as many players as possible. Our main goal is to help players grow and to be better than they were before. Helping build skills, technique, and confidence while having fun and learning. We work to help players become better every day while giving them the opportunity to play.

General Job Description:
Teaching players successful techniques in volleyball. Helping players get through the mental aspects of the sport, pushing players to get better and become more successful throughout the season. Being present for all practices and tournaments, being available to cover other team practices and tournaments if/when needed. Helping out/preparing for tryouts. Supporting players at all times.

Major Duties and Responsibilities:
- Attending 3 practices a week (2 team practices, 1 large group specialty practice)
- Attending tournaments (5 tournaments, Regionals)
- Expanding player knowledge
- Developing player skills
- Knowing the game of volleyball (strategy/technique)
- Communicating with players and parents about schedules (practices and tournaments)
- Updating credentials/memberships yearly
- Understanding the mental game of volleyball

Minor Duties and Responsibilities:
- Being prepared for practices (having a practice plan prepared)
- Duties as assigned
- Preparing for tournaments (having team assignments, prepared for tournaments)
- Being able to navigate through Sportsengine, Blast athletics, and our website

Qualifications for the job:

Education:
USA Volleyball Membership: Renewed yearly
- SafeSport Training
- Impact Training
- Background checks
USA Volleyball Credentials: Renewed every 2 years
- Referee 1 Training
- Referee 2 Training
- Score keeping Training
- Libero tracker Training
Line judge Training
- Adult/coach officiating Training
(This is all done after hire)

Experience:
- Previous coaching experience
- Previous playing experience

Key Competencies:
- Knowing volleyball (technique/strategy)
- Knowing how to help players get better
- Knowing how to coach the mental game of volleyball

Physical Requirements:
- Being able to set up a volleyball nets (lifting poles, knowing how to set up a net)
- Standing most of the day during tournaments
Job Title: Basketball Coach  
Department: Head Basketball Coach  
Supervisor(s): Trevor Bollers, Madison Slay

Hot Feet Sports is a club that provides opportunities for as many players as possible. Our main goal is to help players grow and to be better than they were before. Helping build skills, technique, and confidence while having fun and learning. We work to help players become better every day while giving them the opportunity to play.

**General Job Description:**
Teaching players successful techniques in basketball. Helping players get through the mental aspects of the sport, pushing players to get better and become more successful throughout the season. Being present for all practices and tournaments, being available to cover other team practices and tournaments if/when needed. Helping out/preparing for tryouts. Supporting players at all times.

**Major Duties and Responsibilities:**
- Attending 2 practices a week
- Attending tournaments
- Expanding player knowledge
- Developing player skills
- Knowing the game of basketball (strategy/technique)
- Communicating with players and parents about schedules (practices and tournaments)
- Understanding the mental game of basketball

**Minor Duties and Responsibilities:**
- Being prepared for practices (having a practice plan prepared)
- Duties as assigned
- Preparing for tournaments
- Being able to navigate through Blast athletics, and our website

**Qualifications for the job:**

*Education:*

*Experience:*
- Previous coaching experience
- Previous playing experience

**Key Competencies:**
- Knowing basketball (technique/strategy)
- Knowing how to help players get better
- Knowing how to coach the mental game of basketball

**Physical Requirements:**
- Standing most of the day during tournaments
Basketball Coach
Hot Feet Sports

Job Title: Basketball Coach
Department: Assistant Basketball Coach
Supervisor(s): Trevor Bollers, Madison Slay

Hot Feet Sports is a club that provides opportunities for as many players as possible. Our main goal is to help players grow and to be better than they were before. Helping build skills, technique, and confidence while having fun and learning. We work to help players become better every day while giving them the opportunity to play.

General Job Description:
Teaching players successful techniques in basketball. Helping players get through the mental aspects of the sport, pushing players to get better and become more successful throughout the season. Being present for all practices and tournaments, being available to cover other team practices and tournaments if/when needed. Helping out/preparing for tryouts. Supporting players at all times.

Major Duties and Responsibilities:
- Attending 2 practices a week
- Attending tournaments
- Expanding player knowledge
- Developing player skills
- Knowing the game of basketball (strategy/technique)
- Communicating with players and parents about schedules (practices and tournaments)
- Understanding the mental game of basketball

Minor Duties and Responsibilities:
- Being prepared for practices (having a practice plan prepared)
- Duties as assigned
- Preparing for tournaments
- Being able to navigate through Blast athletics, and our website

Qualifications for the job:

   Education:
   Experience:
   - Previous coaching experience
   - Previous playing experience

Key Competencies:
- Knowing basketball (technique/strategy)
- Knowing how to help players get better
- Knowing how to coach the mental game of basketball

Physical Requirements:
- Standing most of the day during tournaments
Job Title: 7v7 Football Coach
Department: Head 7v7 Football Coach
Supervisor(s): Trevor Bollers, Madison Slay

Hot Feet Sports is a club that provides opportunities for as many players as possible. Our main goal is to help players grow and to be better than they were before. Helping build skills, technique, and confidence while having fun and learning. We work to help players become better every day while giving them the opportunity to play.

General Job Description:
Teaching players successful techniques in football. Helping players get through the mental aspects of the sport, pushing players to get better and become more successful throughout the season. Being present for all practices and tournaments, being available to cover other team practices and tournaments if/when needed. Helping out/preparing for tryouts. Supporting players at all times.

Major Duties and Responsibilities:
- Attending 2 practices a week
- Attending tournaments
- Expanding player knowledge
- Developing player skills
- Knowing the game of football (strategy/technique)
- Communicating with players and parents about schedules (practices and tournaments)
- Understanding the mental game of football

Minor Duties and Responsibilities:
- Being prepared for practices (having a practice plan prepared)
- Duties as assigned
- Preparing for tournaments
- Being able to navigate through Blast athletics, and our website

Qualifications for the job:

Education:

Experience:
- Previous coaching experience
- Previous playing experience

Key Competencies:
- Knowing basketball (technique/strategy)
- Knowing how to help players get better
- Knowing how to coach the mental game of football

Physical Requirements:
- Standing most of the day during tournaments
Hot Feet Sports is a club that provides opportunities for as many players as possible. Our main goal is to help players grow and to be better than they were before. Helping build skills, technique, and confidence while having fun and learning. We work to help players become better every day while giving them the opportunity to play.

**General Job Description:**
Teaching players successful techniques in football. Helping players get through the mental aspects of the sport, pushing players to get better and become more successful throughout the season. Being present for all practices and tournaments, being available to cover other team practices and tournaments if/when needed. Helping out/preparing for tryouts. Supporting players at all times.

**Major Duties and Responsibilities:**
- Attending 2 practices a week
- Attending tournaments
- Expanding player knowledge
- Developing player skills
- Knowing the game of football (strategy/technique)
- Communicating with players and parents about schedules (practices and tournaments)
- Understanding the mental game of football

**Minor Duties and Responsibilities:**
- Being prepared for practices (having a practice plan prepared)
- Duties as assigned
- Preparing for tournaments
- Being able to navigate through Blast athletics, and our website

**Qualifications for the job:**

*Education:*

*Experience:*
- Previous coaching experience
- Previous playing experience

**Key Competencies:**
- Knowing basketball (technique/strategy)
- Knowing how to help players get better
- Knowing how to coach the mental game of football

**Physical Requirements:**
- Standing most of the day during tournaments